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I. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
STUDY OF THE CLARIFICATION OF "INTERNATIONAL"
Report by the Chairman of the Air Transport Committee
1, The Committee desires to make an interim report to the Council for its
information on the present status of its study of the clarification of the
meaning of the word "international." The Committee decided to study this
matter in April 1956. The Council later approved its incorporation in the
work program for the period 1957-59. Its importance was emphasized in the
Report of the Economic Commission of the 10th Session of the Assembly
(Doc. 7710 A10-EC/28, para. 27).
2. The Committee started with an examination of the uses of the term
"international" as applied in the Convention and in ICAO's Air Transport
work in general, but it was decided at an early stage to limit the study for
the present to its purely statistical application, since this provides a number
of specific problems whose solution will be immediately useful both to the
Secretariat and to contracting States. The meaning of the term "interna-
tional air service" in the Convention is governed by the definition in Article
96, and where problems have arisen over the meaning of similar phrases in
other places they have generally been dealt with by ad hoc definitions (e.g.
in the Warsaw and Rome Conventions).
3. The present scope of the study was agreed by the Committee to be to
develop a satisfactory, practicable and generally acceptable method by
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which governments and airlines preparing air transport statistics for ICAO
can classify them with respect to the term "international." Examination of
the ICAO air transport statistics showed that there is a wide field where
there is no difficulty or difference of opinion concerning how this classifica-
tion should be made. Difficulties arise mainly with respect to statistics
reported on Air Transport Reporting Form A and with respect to a rela-
tively small section of the operations reported on this form. Five main
problems require to be solved:
(i) The problem of air services with all points of call within the
territory of the State of the operator but passing over foreign
territory or international waters for relatively short distances
(Montreal to Moncton passing over Maine; New York to Miami
passing over the Atlantic). Such services might be regarded as
partly or wholly "international" either because they would be so
defined under Article 96 of the Convention (if they pass over
foreign territory) or on general grounds, but in most cases gov-
ernments and airlines prefer to classify them as wholly "do-
mestic";
(ii) the problem of services of domestic type with short spurs into
foreign territory with traffic stops there (e.g. the service from
Chicago to Winnipeg with several stops in the U.S. before crossing
the border). Services of this kind might be classified as wholly
"international" or wholly "domestic," or partly the one and partly
the other;
(iii) the problem of services linking two or more points in the terri-
tory of the State of the carrier but passing for relatively sub-
stantial distances over international waters or foreign territory
with no traffic stop in foreign territory (e.g. services between the
U.S. and Hawaii, Alaska and Puerto Rico; between the U.K. and
Bermuda or Gibraltar; between the two parts of Pakistan; be-
tween France and French West Africa). Some governments regard
such services as "international" while others have difficulty in
using this term to describe the operations of a service linking
two points in their own territory;
(iv) the problem of services similar to those described in sub-para-
graph (iii) but with traffic stops in foreign territory. Services of
this kind are more generally accepted as "international" but in
some cases governments feel this is an unsatisfactory classification
if the main objective of the service is to carry traffic between two
points in their own territory;
(v) the problem of categorizing the traffic carried when both inter-
national and domestic traffic is carried on the same stage, To
classify the traffic carried separately from the operation of the
aircraft is statistically difficult.
4. A Working Group, established by the Committee early in 1958 to study
these problems, concluded that although it was possible to find a basis for
agreement on some aspects of the matter, there were others on which differ-
ences of opinion appeared to be irreconcilable. The Working Group, there-
fore, developed a set of principles for the consideration of the Committee
indicating the points on which there seemed to be general agreement and
those on which differences of opinion still existed and suggested that the
matter might be referred to the Third Session of the Statistics Division for
consideration from the purely statistical point of view. The Statistics Divi-
sion found some of the Working Group's proposals satisfactory but modified
others in important respects. Examining the Division's conclusions (STA
III Recommendation No. 11) during the present session, the Committee at
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first was not able to accept them, but after further examination by the
Working Group it was recognized that all possible solutions contained
difficulties of some sort and that either the Working Group's proposals or
the Division's proposals would result in a narrowing of the field where
opinions differed to less than 5 per cent of ICAO's statistics. The Division's
proposals were finally accepted in principle with a large degree of unanim-
ity, it being understood that the instructions to be placed on Form A will
have to be phrased differently and that the Secretariat will carefully study
their effect in practice on ICAO's statistics and will report any difficulties
that arise. The Division's proposals were along the following lines:
(i) that the classification of air transport operations, for statistical
purposes, should be based on the flight stage" defined as the
operation of an aircraft from take-off to landing; (A "technical
stop" should not of itself result in the flight stages before and
after it being classified differently.)
(ii) that each "flight stage" should be classified into one of the three
categories "international," "territorial" and "domestic" according
to the following rules:
(a) a "flight stage" with one or both terminals in the territory
of a State other than that of the carrier should be classified
as "international";
(b) a "flight stage" with both terminals in the territory of the
State of the carrier passing over foreign territory or inter-
national waters for relatively substantial distances, should
be classified as "territorial";
(c) all remaining "flight stages" should be classified as "do-
mestic";
(iii) that, if a "domestic" or "territorial" flight stage forms an integral
part of an international air service, it may be reported as "inter-
national" and if a "domestic" flight stage forms an integral part
of a "territorial" air service, it may be reported as "territorial";
(iv) that the traffic carried should be classified in the same way as the
associated flight stage.
5. It should be emphasized that these principles are for application only
in the statistical classification of air transport activities and would have no
significance or implication in any other sense. It will be made clear in the
instructions on Form A that departures from them should be kept to a
minimum and should in all cases be reported to ICAO.
6. This report is purely for the information of the Council and a further
report will be submitted in the Autumn Session proposing specific instruc-
tions to be approved by the Council for incorporation in the Air Transport
Reporting Forms.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-
FIRST QUARTERLY REPORT TO THE COUNCIL ON THE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES OF
THE ORGANIZATION
1. At the end of the quarter the number of experts in the field was eighty-
two. They were at work in twenty-four countries and regional projects.
During the first quarter four new experts and instructors-in Radio and
Air Traffic Services-were appointed; and a Civil Aviation Adviser, an
Airport Management Expert and an Aeronautical Stores and Supplies
Expert completed their assignments. Two experts who had been accepted
by the Government of Iraq were unable to enter the country because of
visa difficulties and consequently they were attached to another mission.
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Five fellowships in communications and airport management started during
the quarter and seven other fellowships and scholarships in radio, air traffic
services, flight operations and meteorology were completed and the students
concerned returned to their own countries. There were fifty-three scholars
and fellows studying at the end of the quarter. A feature in many missions'
work was study of the implications of the recent MID/SEA Regional Meet-
ing in Rome. Some illustrative details follow of the work done in the various
countries receiving technical assistance.
2. The figure of about sixty per cent of experts' time spent on basic tech-
nical training was maintained. Almost all experts gave advice or practical
help in the solution of problems, and experts for whom this is their primary
function gave some time to training, mostly by way of on-the-job instruction.
As in the past the work program was a blend of advice, practical help,
demonstration and formal training.
Middle East Regional Project
3. Work was completed in Jordan and Lebanon, and advice and assistance
given with the examination of pilots for airline transport pilot licenses and
type ratings, Recommendations were made in Jordan for a Flight Safety
Division and a Personnel Licensing Section. In Greece advice was given on
Civil Aviation Regulations for airworthiness, personnel licensing and flight
operations; and in both Greece and Jordan a detailed table of contents for
operations manuals was prepared. Pilot licenses and log book formats were
prepared for Greece and Ethiopia. Advice was given to Pakistan in air-
worthiness on regulations, technical notices, technical publications, inspec-
tion procedures and the conduct of examinations.
Latin American Regional Project (International Civil Aviation Training
Center, Mexico City)
4. Courses of instruction continued in air traffic control, radio maintenance,
aircraft maintenance, meteorology, flight operations and flying training.
Training
5. Technical courses continued in many countries and the table attached as
an Appendix shows in broad categories the numbers and disposition of the
students under training during the first quarter of 1959.
Afghanistan
6. Training in radio operations, radio maintenance, powerplant mainte-
nance and general aviation subjects continued at the ICAO Operational
Training Center, the Afghan Institute of Technology and the Junior Avia-
tion School. Assistance was given in the selection of new students for the
latter school following a radio broadcast which brought 1,000 applications
for the 260 vacancies available. The committee of technical representatives
from various civil aviation sections working on the translation of ICAO
documents into Farsi studied the ICAO Lexicon and was given explanations
of the terms used in this document. The Chief of Mission attended the
MID/SEA Regional Air Navigation Meeting in Rome as an adviser to the
six-man Afghan team.
Argentina
7, Transport data for economic analyses related to air transport were
prepared. Data on routes, aircraft in use, airline schedules, seat/miles
available and used, and operating costs were prepared, including references
to the use of turbine-engined aircraft.
Cambodia
8. The mission consists of a single expert who started to work in the
country near the end of February. A provisional program of technical assist-
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ance for next year was prepared and preparations for a training center
were started.
El Salvador
9. The study of the San Salvador Airport project together with an alter-
native site at Astoria continued. Twenty-seven plans relating to them were
completed and comparative cost estimates were prepared in draft form.
Ethiopia
10. Training classes continued for metorological forecasters, meteorological
observer/radio-telephony operators, radio maintenance and aircraft main-
tenance mechanics. Advice was given on the kind of work involved in the
design and construction of airports, on a plan for the organization of a
Department of Civil Aviation and on the introduction of Class B messages
on the AFTN. The construction of a new terminal building at Addis Ababa
caused a good deal of work in transferring all the MET and COM facilities
to temporary quarters. The rawind and rasonde station was completed by
the installation, adjustment and operational checking of equipment.
Greece
11. Draft regulations for pilot and maintenance mechanic licenses and
formats for pilot licenses and log books were recommended. A guide was
prepared showing the material which should be included in an Operation
Manual. Obstacle clearance limits were recommended for FIR Athens and
all airways and advisory routes. Advice was given during a review of a
proposed Athens Control Area scheme. Recommendations were made to
reorganize the AFTN center so as to reduce delays in traffic messages and
to reduce the staff needed to man the service. An ATS trainer was com-
pleted and was used in a special course of instruction given to explain the
use of Altimeter Setting Procedures.
Guatemala
12. The training of forecasters continued throughout the quarter. Work
was done in maintaining and operating the existing meteorological stations
and in reorganizing the meteorological office hours of duty to provide
24-hours forecasting service. Advice was given on the development of inter-
nal communications, and assistance was given in the preparation of trans-
mitter and radio range equipment for installation. Improvements were
recommended in CW installations to assist the passage of Class B messages.
During a visit to a recent Central American Directors General of Civil
Aviation meeting the opportunity was used to align correctly the El Salva-
dor RTT aerial systems.
India
13. Recommendations were made for changes in the Calcutta control area
and control zone. Draft SAR emergency orders were prepared for Calcutta
Airport. Advice was given on the criteria to be used with regard to obstacle
clearance limits for radio masts. Advice was given on the siting of meteoro-
logical instruments at Calcutta Airport. Proposals were made on the air
traffic control establishment necessary for Calcutta Airport. Standing in-
structions were compiled for radar controllers at Calcutta. Detailed opera-
tional requirements and a plan for arrangment of the associated equipment
were submitted for resiting the aerodrome control radar. The clearing of
the approach areas so as to improve radar returns was supervised. Practical
training in radar continued for the students under training.
Indonesia
14. The larger part of the work of the mission was in regular courses of
training in the fields of radio maintenance, aircraft maintenance, air traffic
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control, radio operations and flight training. Advice was given on the condi-
tion of the runway at Djakarta. Proposals for a suggested establishment of
maintenance and inspection staff for the national airline were discussed.
Advice was given on the matters brought before the regular monthly meet-
ings on airport management. Advice and assistance were given to the local
Department on the preparation of draft regulations for the flight navigator
license and for flight time limitations. In addition, a pamphlet was prepared
describing the syllabus and other requirements for the private pilot and
student pilot licenses. Field intensity measurements of NDB's were made
and the VDF equipment was checked for operational efficiency. A visit was
made to Singapore to discuss the requirements of the AFTN Djakarta/
Singapore. Assistance was given in selecting a site for a NDB north of
Djakarta Airport.
Iran
15. Training continued for students in air traffic control, radio mainte-
nance, radio operations, and meteorological observation. Advice was given
on regulations concerning flight time limitations. An analysis was made of
the services supplied by the Meteorological Department and recommenda-
tions were made to improve these services. General advice was given on the
airport at Abadan. A revised training program was drawn up for 1959/1960.
Advice was given on communications operations. Assistance was given in
selecting a site for a new transmitter center including the design of the
antenna site and the layout of the building. Draft job descriptions were pre-
pared for various key employees of the Department of Civil Aviation. Assist-
ance was given in setting up a NDB monitoring station at Kerman. The
procedures used on AFTN and SITA circuits were coordinated. The Abadan
tower control desk was completed under the supervision of the Mission.
Advice and assistance was given in the repair of the lighting system at
Mehrabad. A TVOR draft approach and let-down chart for Mehrabad was
prepared. Personnel licensing examinations were conducted for 18 appli-
cants for commercial pilot licenses. An inspection was made of several
meteorological stations. Plans were prepared for the introduction of a TVOR
Volmet terminal broadcast. Equipment was installed in a hut for Pibal
observations at Abadan. A training program was discussed and arranged
with Iranair to qualify mechanics for type ratings and suitable syllabi were
prepared.
I8rael
16. A draft of "Operation of Aircraft" regulations was prepared and dis-
tributed for comment and further action within the Department of Civil
Aviation. Advice was given on which of the requirements for assessing
competence of flight personnel could be satisfied by the use of a flight
trainer. Work continued on improving the personnel licensing and airworthi-
ness regulations. A number of lectures on "Airworthiness Codes" were
given at the technical university in Haifa. On-the-job training continued
with the personnel licensing counterpart official in the Department of Civil
Aviation.
Lebanon
17. Training courses in meteorology, air traffic control and radio mainte-
nance continued. Circuit demonstration panels were made up for the radio
maintenance class. Assistance was given in discussions on coordination of
the Lebanon and Cyprus air traffic control procedures., Proposals were made
to revise the existing search and rescue scheme. A study was made of the
area around Beirut Airport and recommendations made to restrict other
activities in the area so that the airport may be developed. Suggestions were
made on installing a special aerial system for the RTT circuit Beirut/
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Bahrein. Assistance was given in the preparation of estimates for the work
needed to prepare a VOR site at Baisons.
Pakistan
18. An analysis of the use of radar at Karachi Airport for air traffic control
purposes was prepared and was presented to the Director General of Civil
Aviation. Work continued on the preparation of amended plans to improve
the Karachi control area to facilitate the operation of turbine-engined air-
craft. The ATS course continued under training and it is expected that the
practical training part of the course will be completed early in the next
quarter.
Paraguay
19. A meteorological office at Asunci6n, constructed in accordance with a
project submitted by the Mission, was completed at the end of the quarter
and was brought into use. Assistance was given with the installation of
equipment at three meteorological stations. Work continued on the printing
of technical publications in meteorology. Assistance was given to an inter-
ministerial commission on the question of communications. A series of dis-
cussions took place during which the proposed re-organization of the Depart-
ment of Meteorology was explained. An air traffic control manual was
completed and an aeronautical information publication was completed as far
as possible together with a series of NOTAMS, The students of the air
traffic control course continued with on-the-job training and on-the-job
training was given to meteorological staff using publications which had
been prepared.
Peru
20. Work continued at the Aviation School at Collique Airport and shortly
after the end of the quarter an aircraft mechanics course started. Work
continued on the preparation of the commercial pilot, radio mechanic and
meteorological observer-R/T course material.
Philippines
21. Training in air traffic control was completed during the quarter. An
airways technicians' course was completed and followed up with further
on-the-job training. Advice was given on the specification of Tape Relay
equipment and a survey was made of the communications center in order
to reduce message delays. Assistance was given in planning the extension
of the range of VHF communications in the Manila control area.
Thailand
22. Training continued with a course of aircraft maintenance mechanics.
Advice was given on the interpretation of the standards for aircraft main-
tenance mechanics contained in Annex 1.
Tunisia
23. The principal work was to give assistance in the development of a
civil aviation administration with nationals taking over as many of the
responsible positions as possible. Advice was given on the job descriptions
for many of the key personnel. Assistance was given in surveying the site
of a new runway at El Aouina. Training continued for air traffic control
officers and radio operators.
United Arab Republic--Egypt
24. Training continued for aircraft maintenance and radio maintenance
mechanics. Advice was given on the design of a new radio operations tech-
nical control center. Recommendations were made to Misr Air on modifica-
tion of engines in C-47 aircraft.
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United Arab Republic-Syria
25. Training continued in air traffic services, radio operations and radio
maintenance. Advice was given on the preparation of regulations based on
Annex I and on the preparation of an AIP. Assistance was given with the
repair of rasonde equipment. The HFRT services were checked and assist-
ance was given in solving difficulties which had been experienced with VHF
reception. Aid was given in checking radio frequencies for suitability and
efficiency for the teletype circuit with Lebanon. Assistance was given in
surveying runway, taxiway, and parking areas at Damascus.
Principal Results of the Technical Assistance Board Meeting in March 1959
26. In C-WP/2780 of 3 November 1958 we reported a gap between the
approved 1959 Program and the resources available, mainly due to a short-
fall in contributions. Part of the deficit was found by a withdrawal of 1.5
million dollars from the Working Capital and Reserve Fund. This, however,
was not sufficient to close the gap and as a result the Technical Assistance
Board decided at its March meeting in New York that only 94% of the
funds needed for the approved program could be earmarked to the partici-
pating Organizations. This means for ICAO a reduction of approximately
$80,000 for the year.
27. A similar position prevails in respect of the 1960 field program. Even
assuming an increase in contributions for 1960 the Technical Assistance
Board estimated that the total resources might fall short by as much as
21/2 million dollars of the requirements. As an initial step they decided to
fix the planning target of the 1960 Program about 5% lower than that of
1959. A downward revision of the program may, nevertheless, be necessary
at the October meeting this year to bring it into realistic relationship with
contributions. ICAO's share of the planning target for 1960 has been ap-
proved at $1,052,000 for country projects. ICAO's share of the approved
program, however, will depend upon the amount of assistance actually
requested by States.
Contingency Grants
28. When a State urgently requires assistance not provided for in the
approved program, it may make a request for a contingency grant from the
Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board. Before the begin-
ning of the year, a request by Saudi Arabia for a contingency grant to
enable a civil aviation adviser to be sent there for twelve months in 1959
had been approved. During the first quarter of the year a joint request by
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador and Costa Rica for the serv-
ices of two experts to help in drafting a constitution for an inter-govern-
mental corporation to provide ATS and radio services over their territory
was received and awaits approval by the Executive Chairman of the Tech-
nical Assistance Board. Other requests, by Morocco for an adviser to help
draw up a national training program and for a legal adviser, and from
Jordan for another legal adviser, also await approval. ICAO has been
informed that a further request for a contingency grant is about to be
made from Nepal.
CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION
(CHICAGO-1944)
The Republic of Guinea has become the 74th member state of the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization on Sunday, 26 April, thirty days after
its instrument of adherence to the Convention on International Civil Avia-
tion was deposited.
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PREPARATION AND DISSEMINATION OF AERONAUTICAL
INFORMATION, INCLUDING AERONAUTICAL CHARTS
A meeting devoted to a revision of the international standards which
govern the world-wide distribution of aeronautical information to airmen
and the preparation of aeronautical navigation charts was held in Montreal
between April 28 and May 25, 1959. This meeting, of the Aeronautical
Information Services and Aeronautical Charts Division of the International
Civil Aviation Organization, was attended by representatives of 23 nations
and three international organizations; its chairman was Colonel M. D6v6
of France, with W. E. Clark of the United States and T. Kameyama of Japan
as vice-chairmen.
A partial list of the recommendations, made by the meeting to the ICAO
Air Navigation Commission, follows:
Aeronautical Information Services
The Division decided that certain changes were necessary in the Inter-
national Standards and Recommended Practices on this subject to meet the
needs of present day and future air operations. Included in the Division's
recommendations was one providing for an "Aeronautical Information
Circular" which would report separately on information of a purely admin-
istrative or advisory nature. The Division stressed the need for the early
publication of a manual in preparation by the Secretariat and designed to
assist States in the development of their information services.
Types of Aeronautical Charts
The Division prepared specifications for 15 types of aeronautical charts
for use in international air navigation. It decided that each ICAO member
state should accept the responsibility to make data concerning its territories
available to another state to allow the latter state to prepare aeronautical
charts, covering the territory of more than one state. New types of charts
recommended include a 1:2,000,000 scale navigation chart, a radio naviga-
tion chart, a terminal area chart and a special aerodrome chart for aero-
dromes with complicated movement areas.
The Division also recommended certain changes to the existing interna-
tional standards on chart symbols.
Responsibility for ICAO Chart Series
Responsibility for 1:1,000,000 World Aeronautical Chart series is shared
by a group of ICAO member nations. Since the responsibility was originally
allocated, there has been a large increase in the number of nations partici-
pating in the work of ICAO and in the production of aeronautical charts.
The Division therefore suggested a re-allocation of production responsibili-
ties involving 45 countries.
Re-allocation of responsibility for the 1:500,000 series of Europe was
left for discussion within the European region.
11. EUROPEAN CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE
THIRD SESSION-MARCI 1959
1. The Third Session of the European Civil Aviation Conference was held
between 9 and 20 March 1959 in the premises of the Council of Europe in
Strasbourg. The meeting was attended by seventeen of the nineteen ECAC
member States with observers from seven other States and eleven interna-
tional organizations. Two resolutions and forty-four recommendations were
adopted constituting a substantial work program to be carried out before
the next session of the Conference which is expected to be held in approxi-
mately two years. (The references of the Sessions are issued as ICAO docu-
ment No. 7877. ECAC/3-1.)
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Coordination and Liberalization of European Air Transport
2. The most noteworthy act of the Session was the establishment of a
Committee on Coordination and Liberalization, open to all member States
and intended to meet as often as necessary and probably two or three times
a year. This Committee is to study, in relation to the practical problems
involved, general governmental measures to facilitate coordination between
airlines with a view to improving their economic position and efficiency.
It will establish its own work program, but has been asked by the Confer-
ence to make studies of the effects of jet aircraft in Europe and of the
problems raised by the development of inclusive tours. The relevant resolu-
tion reads as follows:
RESOLUTION No. 1
COMMITTEE ON CO-ORDINATION AND LIBERALIZATION
WHEREAS the European Civil Aviation Conference has as its object generally
to review the development of intra-European air transport with
the object of promoting the co-ordination, the better utilization,
and the orderly development of such air transport; and to con-
sider any special problem that may arise in this field; and
WHEREAS a new era of air transport is beginning; and
WHEREAS in these circumstances it will become increasingly important for
the member States to maintain close working relationships; and
WHEREAS there is a need for a more fundamental examination of the prob-
lems of co-operation and liberalization; and
WHEREAS the Rules of Procedure of the European Civil Aviation Confer-
ence provide that committees open to all States members of the
Conference may be established by the Conference as it considers
necessary or desirable;
THE CONFERENCE RESOLVES
1. that, provided that a majority of the member States have not, by 1 May
1959, informed the President that they are opposed to this Resolution,
a Committee on co-ordination and liberalization be set up, open to all
members of the European Civil Aviation Conference, assisted as neces-
sary by their airline advisers;
2. that this Committee shall be convened as frequently as necessary by the
President of the European Civil Aviation Conference, acting in consul-
tation with the Vice-Presidents;
3. that the objective of this Committee shall be to study, in relation to the
practical problems involved:
(a) measures of a general nature that might'be taken at governmental
level to facilitate and encourage co-ordination and co-operation be-
tween the European airlines, with a view to improving their eco-
nomic position and their efficiency; and
(b) the corresponding measures of liberalization;
4. that this Committee shall report to the Conference; and
5. that the President, on the assumption that the majority of member
States will not, by 1 May 1959, have opposed this Resolution, shall pro-
ceed as soon as possible to consult the Vice-Presidents on arrangements
for the first meeting of the Committee on co-ordination and liberalization.
Standard Clauses for Bilateral Agreements
3. With the general object of promoting the coordination of European air
transport and with the particular intention of simplifying negotiations
between States the Conference approved a set of standard administrative
and technical clauses for bilateral agreements and recommended that ECAC
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States adopt them in future bilateral agreements. ICAO was invited to
study these clauses to see if they could 'be of use to non-European States
(Recommendation No. 38). The clauses referred to read as follows:
STANDARD CLAUSES FOR BILATERAL AGREEMENTS
ARTICLE 1
Each Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting Party the rights
specified in the present Agreement, for the purpose of establishing sched-
uled international air services on the routes specified [in an Annex hereto
or in exchanges of notes]. Such services and routes are hereafter called
"the agreed services" and "the specified routes" respectively- The airlines
designated by each Contracting Party shall enjoy, while operating an agreed
service on a specified route, the following rights:
(a) to fly without landing across the territory of the other Contracting
Party;
(b) to make stops in the said territory for non-traffic purposes.,





1. Each Contracting Party shall have the right to designate in writing to
the other Contracting Party one or more airlines for the purpose of operat-
ing the agreed services on the specified routes.
2. On receipt of such designation, the other Contracting Party shall, sub-
ject to the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4) of this Article, without
delay grant to the airline or airlines designated the appropriate operating
authorizations.
3. The aeronautical authorities of one Contracting Party may require an
airline designated by the other Contracting Party to satisfy them that it is
qualified to fulfil the conditions prescribed under the laws and regulations
normally and reasonably applied to the operation of international air serv-
ices by such authorities in conformity with the provisions of the Convention
on International Civil Aviation (Chicago, 1944).
4. Each Contractng Party shall have the right to refuse to grant the oper-
ating authorizations referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, or to impose
such conditions as it may deem necessary on the exercise by a designated
airline of the rights specified in Article 1, in any case where the said Con-
tracting Party is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective
control of that airline are vested in the Contracting Party designating the
airline or in its nationals.
5. When an airline has been so designated and authorized, it may begin at
any time to operate the agreed services, provided that a tariff established
in accordance with the provisions of Article 7 of the present Agreement is
in force in respect of that service.
ARTICLE 3
1. Each Contracting Party shall have the right to revoke an operating
authorization or to suspend the exercise of the rights specified in Article 1
of the present Agreement by an airline designated by the other Contracting
Party, or to impose such conditions as it may deem necessary on the exer-
cise of these rights:
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* (a) in any case where it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and
effective:control of. that airline are vested in the Contracting Party
designating the airline or in nationals of such Contracting Party, or
(b) in the case of failure by that airline to comply with the laws or
regulations of the Contracting Party granting these rights, or
(c) in case the airline otherwise fails to operate in accordance with the
conditions prescribed under the present Agreement.
2. Unless immediate revocation, suspension or imposition of the conditions
mentioned in paragraph- 1 of this Article is essential to prevent further
infringement of laws or regulations, such right shall be exercised only after
consultation with the other Contracting Party.
ARTICLE 4
1. Aircraft operated on international services by the designated airlines
of either Contracting Party, as well as their regular equipment, supplies of
fuels and lubricants, and aircraft stores (including food, beverages and
tobacco) on board such aircraft shall be exempt from all customs duties,
inspection fees and other duties or taxes on arriving in the territory of the
other Contracting Party, provided such equipment and supplies remain on
board the aircraft up to such time as they are re-exported.
2. There shall also be exempt' from the same duties and taxes, with the
exception of charges corresponding to the service performed:
(a) aircraft stores taken on board in the territory of either Contracting
Party, within limits fixed by the authorities of said Contracting
Party, and for use on board aircraft engaged in an international
service of the other Contracting Party;
(b) spare parts entered into the territory of either Contracting Party
for the maintenance or repair of aircraft used on international
services by the designated airlines of the other Contracting Party.
(c) fuel and lubricants destined to supply aircraft operated on inter-
national services by the designated airlines of the other Contract-
ing Party, even when these supplies are to be used on the part of
the journey performed over the territory of the Contracting Party
in which they are taken on board.
Materials referred to in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) above may be
required to be kept under Customs supervision or control.
ARTICLE 5
The regular airborne equipment, as well as the materials and supplies
retained on board the aircraft of either Contracting Party may be unloaded
in the territory of the other Contracting Party only with the approval of
the customs authorities of such territory. In such case, they may be placed
under the supervision of said authorities up to such time as they are re-
exported or otherwise disposed of in accordance with customs regulations.
ARTICLE 6
Passengers in transit across the territory of either Contracting Party
shall be subject to no more than a very simplified control. Baggage and cargo
in direct transit shall be exempt from customs duties and other similar taxes.
ARTICLE 7
1. The tariffs to be charged by the airlines of one Contracting Party for
I The means of giving effect to exemption may vary from country to country;
for example taxes may have to be paid to be refunded afterwards.
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carriage to or from the territory of the other Contracting Party shall be
established at reasonable levels due regard being paid to all relevant factors
including cost of operation, reasonable profit, and the tariffs of other air-
lines.
2. The tariffs referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall, if possible,
be agreed by the designated airlines concerned of both Contracting Parties,
in consultation with other airlines operating over the whole or part of the
route, and such agreement shall, where possible be reached through the rate-
fixing machinery of the International Air Transport Association.
3. The tariffs so agreed shall be submitted for the approval of the aero-
nautical authorities of the Contracting Parties at least thirty (30) days
before the proposed date of their introduction; in special cases, this time
limit may be reduced, subject to the agreement of the said authorities.
4. If the designated airlines cannot agree on any of these tariffs, or if for
some other reason a tariff cannot be fixed in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph 2 of this Article, or if during the first 15 days of the 30 days'
period referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article one Contracting Party
gives the other Contracting Party notice of its dissatisfaction with any
tariff agreed in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 of this
Article, the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Parties shall try to
determine the tariff by agreement between themselves.
5. If the aeronautical authorities cannot agree on the approval of any tariff
submitted to them under paragraph 3 of this Article and on the determina-
tion of any tariff under paragraph 4, the dispute shall be settled in accord-
ance with the provisions of Article 13 of the present Agreement.
6. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3 of this Article, no tariff shall
come into force if the aeronautical authorities of either Contracting Party
have not approved it.
7. The tariffs established in accordance with the provisions of this Article
shall remain in force until new tariffs have been established in accordance
with the provisions of this Article.
ARTICLE 8
Either Contracting Party undertakes to grant the other Party free trans-
fer, at the official rate of exchange, of the excess of receipts over expenditure
achieved on its territory in connection with the carriage of passengers, bag-
gage, mail shipments and freight by the designated airline of the other
Party. Wherever the payments system between Contracting Parties is gov-
erned by a special agreement, this agreement shall apply.
ARTICLE 9
In a spirit of close co-operation, the Aeronautical Authorities of the
Contracting Parties shall consult each other from time to time with a view
to ensuring the implementation of, and satisfactory compliance with, the
provisions of the present Agreement and the Annexes thereto.
ARTICLE 10
1. If either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable to modify
any provision of the present Agreement, it may request consultation with
the other Contracting Party; such consultation, which may be between
aeronautical authorities and which may be through discussion or by corre-
spondence, shall begin within a period of sixty (60) days of the date of the
request, Any modifications so agreed shall come into force when they have
been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.
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2. Modifications to routes may be made by direct agreement between the
competent aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE 11
The present Agreement and its Annexes will be amended so as to con-
form with any multilateral convention which may become binding on both
Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE 12
Either Contracting Party may at any time give notice to the other Con-
tracting Party of its decision to terminate the present Agreement; such
notice shall be simultaneously communicated to the International Civil
Aviation Organization. In such case the Agreement shall terminate twelve
(12) months after the date of receipt of the notice by the other Contracting
Party, unless the notice to terminate is withdrawn by agreement before
the expiry of this period. In the absence of acknowledgement of receipt by
the other Contracting Party, notice shall be deemed to have been received
fourteen (14) days after the receipt of the notice by the International Civil
Aviation Organization.
Traffic Rights for Scheduled Services
On the problem of the traffic rights to be accorded to freight on sched-
uled services the Conferhnce first decided to recommend that the terms of
Recommendation No. 3 (1954) dealing with all-freight services should be
extended for a second term of five years from 1 October 1959. By these
terms ECAC States are urged not to apply the distinctions in their bilateral
agreements based on the place of origin or destination of the traffic in ques-
tion. It was then recommended that these terms be extended to cover freight
on mixed services as well as all-freight services. If implemented this would
mean that freight could be carried on intra-European scheduled services
between any two specified points on routes authorized in bilateral agree-
ments regardless of restrictions on fifth freedom traffic contained in bilateral
agreements.
Statistics
Two other recommendations adopted by the Conference are concerned
with statistics. In the first the Council of ICAO is urged, in considering the
collection of traffic statistics from international airports, to give particular
attention to the desirability of obtaining information concerning non-sched-
uled air transport in Europe. In this connection the Conference recognizes
the difficulty of defining non-scheduled operations but did not believe it
necessary to arrive at water-tight definitions in order to produce useful
statistics. The second recommendation deals with the problem of ensuring
that methods of collecting statistics are not objectionable from the facilita-
tion point of view. It is recommended that when clearance documents are
required for statistical purposes they be used in such a way as not to impede
traffic and that a working group be set up to study ways and means of
collecting the necessary statistical information without recourse to clear-
ance documents.
Passenger Service Charges
The Conference considered the question of passenger service charges at
European airports which had been referred to it by a resolution of the
Council of Europe. Representatives of IATA and the International Chamber
of Commerce made strong appeals for the abolition of these charges, but the
Conference came to the same conclusion as that reached by the Council of
ICAO when it discussed the subject, to the effect that passenger service
charges were not objectionable in principle, but that they caused incon-
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venience to passengers if levied directly from them so that in that form they
should be avoided, if possible. Member States and the airlines were urged to
take appropriate action.
Interchange of Aircraft
The Conference expressed its appreciation of the work done by the Sec-
retariat and member States in developing a draft multilateral agreement
on aircraft interchange. It was felt, however, that the conclusion of such
a multilateral agreement was not justified and that work on its development
should be discontinued, member States being advised that interchange
arrangements should continue to be regulated on a bilateral basis along the
lines indicated in Recommendations 19, 20 and 21 of the Second Session.
The relevant papers produced in the course of this study are to be collected
and circulated to member States for their guidance.
Airworthiness Certification
Three recommendations were adopted on the subject of airworthiness
certification. The first deals with a draft text for a multilateral agreement
relating to certificates of airworthiness for imported aircraft on which text
the Secretariat and member States are requested to make comments in
sufficient time to permit the preparation of a final text to be opened for sig-
nature at the ICAO Paris Office on 18 September 1959. (See THE JOURNAL
OF AIR LAW AND COMMERCE, Vol. 26 Winter 1959-Page 72.) The second
recommendation deals with the certification of separately imported acces-
sories and component parts. The Secretariat is requested to prepare a paper
setting forth the procedures used by member States for dealing with this
matter and a Study Group is to be established to develop a uniform proce-
dure. In the third recommendation, dealing with further studies in connec-
tion with certificates of airworthiness, the Secretariat is called on to
prepare a paper on the legal implications arising from certificates of air-
worthiness for export and another setting out factual information regarding
the categories and sub-divisions for certificates of airworthiness. On the
completion of this work a Study Group is to be established to develop pro-
posals for achieving uniformity on these matters.
Technical Matters
The Conference adopted eleven recommendations relating to technical
matters. One called on States to eliminate difficulties caused to airlines by
regulations for the maintenance of aircraft away from the State of registry.
A second dealt with the exchange of information on difficulties encountered
due to lack of uniformity in regulations governing air traffic and the tech-
nical operation of aircraft. The remaining nine dealt with the training of
flight and ground personnel being concerned with such problems as the
dissemination of information on available facilities, the standardization of
curricula, and the encouragement of foreign students as a form of coopera-
tive financing.
Facilitation Matters
Twenty-one recommendations were adopted on facilitation. Five of these
arose out of the review of the implementation of recommendations adopted
at the Second Session of the Conference and dealt with health control
arrangements, identity documents for travelers, abolition of passenger
manifests, simplification of inbound baggage examination, and steps to
achieve complete implementation of earlier recommendations. The Confer-
ence devoted considerable time to discussing ways in which additional
facilitation could be provided for air cargo, noting that the Council of ICAO
had also considered it necessary to recommend special efforts to facilitate
air cargo. The Conference adopted seven recommendations on this subject,
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dealing with services of public officials at airports, special provisions for
shipments of low value, simplified measures concerning import and export
licenses or permits, alternative clearance points for import and export of
cargo, errors in cargo handling and documents, etc. Recommendations were
also adopted concerning elimination of Embarkation/disembarkation Cards,
simplified use of the General Declaration, simplified measures for the flow
of passengers and baggage, pre-flight check-in times and baggage convey-
ance.
Methods of Work and Program
The Conference agreed that experience had proved the relationship
between ECAC and ICAO to be satisfactory and that no change was neces-
sary. On budgetary questions a resolution was adopted in which the Secre-
tary was requested to submit to member States within three months
estimates for all meetings scheduled to be held up to and including the next
plenary Session, and to submit to the next plenary Session proposals for
procedure to ensure that the Conference may approve estimates before
incurring expenditure.
III. INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
RECOMMENDATIONS BY IATA FOR SARPS AND GUIDANCE
MATERIAL FOR SHORT DISTANCE NAVAIDS
1. At the opening Plenary Session, held in Montreal, February, 1959, IATA
stated its views as to the solution of the Short Distance NAVAIDS problem
best suited to international air transport operations. Essentially, IATA's
views are these:
(i) VOR should be retained as the primary ICAO Standard Short
Distance NAVAID; its protection date should be extended to at
least 1970 and beyond that time in certain areas as required; the
further expansion and implementation of VOR in conformity with
existing ICAO Regional Plans should be fully encouraged.
(ii) Improved fixing coverage, when or where required, should be
gradually built up on a "building block" basis through the addition
of the co-located distance measuring component to celected VOR
stations.
(iii) To this end, DME-T specifications should be introduced as an
ICAO Standard in Annex 10, Part 1, Para. 3.6; and a new DME-T
application Standard should be developed calling for the addition
of DME-T to those VOR stations where it is justified by opera-
tional requirements related to Air Traffic Control and Navigation.
2. In reaching these conclusions, IATA was influenced by the following
considerations:
(i) In early postwar years, ICAO adopted the concept of azimuth/
distance short range NAVAIDS system. This has been reflected
for many years in Annex 10, Part 1, Paras., 2.2, 3.4, and 3.6.
(ii) The azimuth element of the system, VHF Omni-Range (VOR),
has been widely implemented as the primary short distance navi-
gation aid, providing extensive tracking coverage in many areas
of the world, and especially in North America and Europe. Addi-
tionally, VOR is in process of being installed on air routes in
South America, Africa, the Middle East and Asia and two recent
ICAO RAN Meetings recommended its retention until at least
1980. The extent of VOR implementation on a world-wide basis
is one of the most remarkable results obtained through official
action and coordination by ICAO.
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(iii) The need for continuous fixing information has become urgent in
some areas with increasing traffic densities and the appearance of
turbo-jet aircraft.
(iv) Aware of this need, IATA Member Airlines have carefully studied
and evaluated the short distance navigation system which is now
being offered as the alternative solution of navigation problems in
high traffic density areas. Although the efforts devoted to its
development were fully recognized, IATA concluded that the
characteristics of this system are not of such a nature as to
justify a change in the concept of ICAO policy on the subject of
aids to short distance navigation. On the other hand, DME-T is
based on proven techniques previously evaluated by Member Air-
lines and well established in other applications. The functioning
of this system has also been demonstrated to airlines' satisfaction.
In IATA's appraisal, DME-T offers the best operational simplicity
without undue technical complexity.
(v) Additional factors to be considered are the world-wide success of
VOR service, the very considerable investments in VOR ground
and aircraft equipment throughout the world, and the need for
the greatest possible stability in ICAO Standards and Recom-
mended Practices as guides for the equipment planning of both
administrations and airlines.
(vi) Addition of DME-T ground equipment to VOR stations where
required will satisfy in a practical and economical manner the
need for improved fixing ability and distance measuring when
required from a ground based facility. DME-T installations will
not be needed at all VOR locations, but only at those where ATC
or other considerations will so demand. In many areas of the world
there will be only a limited requirement for their implementation,
whereas a complete change towards a new or additional system
would dictate the world-wide implementation of new facilities.
3. Furthermore, IATA stresses above all the need for a single standAzrd
short distance navigation system., The introduction of a new system as an
additional standard or recommended practice would discourage further
implementation of planned VOR stations. The possibility of a choice between
two--or ultimately more-systems would inevitably require the installation
of both systems in aircraft flying in certain areas, leading not only to
unnecessary expense but also to operational complications in the air and on
the ground. The dilemma for States might be equally grave. They might be
forced to choose between systems. In some cases, that choice might be
influenced by the actions of neighboring States. Some Administrations might
conceivably have to install both systems, with resultant penalties in both
expense and the complication of air traffic control. Such a situation would
prejudice the principle of international cooperation, as well as the harmoni-
ous and orderly development of international civil aviation.
4. Finally, IATA believes that a definite decision on a single standard short
range navigational system is vitally necessary. Failure of the ICAO COM/
OPS/RAC Meeting to arrive at a specific standard would, for obvious
reasons, have consequences equally as grave as any which would arrive from
the adoption of a dual standard.
AGREEMENT OF FOUR EUROPEAN AIRLINES
TO FORM AIRUNION
Air France, Lufthansa, Sabena and Alitalia formed a new venture under
the name of AIRUNION May 27, 1959. KLM dropped out only a few weeks
before the conclusion of these negotiations.
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Under the terms of the agreement between the airlines, AIRUNION will
have its head offices in Paris, France, and will operate through four perma-
nent committees charged with working out common policies in the following
fields:
1. Programs. That is to say the development and expansion of the com-
panies will be co-ordinated.
2. Technique and material. This may result in the use of fewer types
of aircraft and probably the pooling of maintenance facilities.
3. Commercial agreements. This has to do with all the business con-
ducted by the airlines except their sales to passengers.
4. Sales. The main feature here is that the four airlines will amalga-
mate their sales offices all over the world.
The purpose of the agreement is economy and better service. The agree-
ment does not cover what is known as "cabotage"-that is to say, flights
inside each country or flights between the home country and its overseas
territories. It refers only to international flights. These flights make the
agreement desirable so that a better spaced service may be offered particu-
larly on trans-Atlantic flights.
For the time being each air line will receive payment from the common
income, after deduction of common expenses, on the basis of the amount of
traffic it has actually carried. But when the total traffic reaches five times
the 1958 total of the four air lines or 2,445,000,000 ton-kilometers a year,
then the income will automatically be divided on the basis of 34 per cent to
Air France, 30 per cent to Lufthansa, 10 per cent to Sabena and 25 per cent
to Alitalia.
TWELFIH TECHNICAL CONFERENCE, HELD IN BERKELEY,
CALIFORNIA, MAY 4th TO 15th, 1959
The record of jet operations to date was subjected to exhaustive discus-
sion and analysis in the Twelfth Technical Conference of the International
Air Transport Association at Berkeley, California.
S. B. Kauffman, Pan American World Airways, who was Chairman of
the Conference, reported that airlines already flying jets exchanged data on
their experience and made their accumulated know-how available to other
companies without restriction or thought to competitive advantage.
In this initial stage, the efficiency and competence with which any one
company introduces jet aircraft may have a serious impact on the industry
as a whole.
Airline discussions of jet problems, in conjunction with manufacturers,
governments, air forces and others, began in the Technical Conference in
1950. This year's Symposium on Jet Operating Experience of IATA member
airlines went exhaustively into the record of the first eight months of sched-
uled jet flying on a large scale. They were conducted under two headings of
Flight Operations and Ground Handling; and at the close of the Symposium,
the subject of training was further examined in a special session with test
pilots of a number of the principal jet aircraft manufacturers.
Following the symposium, the Conference reviewed the general body of
airline technical policy as expressed through IATA in the light of actual
jet experience and, crystallized and put into concise language all of the
forward planning and thinking we have done to produce the type of guid-
ance material which will help the industry get the most productivity out of
these new aircraft.
Highlights of the policy review were the following:
Vertical separation: The Conference recommended that civil jet aircraft
should immediately be equipped with the more advanced Type II and Type
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III altimeters, and that these should be mandatory for all civil aircraft no
later than 1965.
The Conference found that a 1,000 foot certical separation can safely be
employed for air traffic up to 50,000 feet if the more advanced types of
altimeters are used in all aircraft; and felt that in view of the increasing
amount of traffic expected at the high jet altitudes it is essential that no
airspace be lost in compensating for lack of accuracy in measuring devices.
Dimensional units: The Conference considered that the time is now ripe
to take further steps toward worldwide standardization of dimensional units
as established by the International Civil Aviation Organization.
The ultimate objective of the "ICAO Table of Dimensional Units" is the
use of the metric system for all dimensions except navigational distances
and speed, which are expressed in nautical miles and knots. However, some
governments are still using the so-called "Blue Table" which deviates con-
siderably from the.desired ICAO standard.
The IATA Conference developed a new temporary table, which differs
from the ICAO objective only in respect of vertical distances, for which
measurement in feet is accepted. This will be proposed to ICAO as a replace-
ment for the Blue Table.
Visual glide path indicators: Asserting that there is an urgent need for
better visual glide path information for pilots on landing approaches at
runways not equipped with ILS, the Conference urged a full evaluation of
visual glide path indicators as soon as practicable as a necessary step toward
the setting up of an international standard requirement.
These indicators, installed on the ground, provide the pilot with visual
references by which he can gauge whether he is on, above or below his
proper glide path. Experimental systems have been under development in
Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Fuel and oil reserves: On the basis of practical operating experience with
jets, the Conference concluded that determination of fuel and oil require-
ments for jet flight is a function of the operator as a part of his responsibil-
ity for operational control. It therefore opposed any global international
regulation of the subject by ICAO.
It was pointed out that reserves must be calculated on the basis of many
factors, each of which vary greatly according to the peculiarities of each
route, and that these can best be assessed by the carrier at the time of
actual flight planning. The Conference concluded that this procedure would
be far more reliable than the use of any single global formula.
Secondary radar: Already on record as strongly in favor of ground radar
for monitoring and marshalling air traffic in areas of high traffic density or
multiple converging routes, the Conference asked for study within IATA of
the development of secondary radar. This system, using airborne transpond-
ers, not only permits the identification of individual aircraft on the radar
screen, but also improves the range and efficiency of ground radar installa-
tions.
Symposium Discussions
The Flight Operations group, in the course of symposium discussions,
outlined methods of accelerating and simplifying flight planning, reviewed
the special meteorological requirements of the jets, and advised the airlines
of the relative importance of current forecasts of winds and temperatures
at high altitudes and the degree of confidence which can be placed in them.
Analysis of flight experience to date makes it apparent that many of the
special requirements for the jets stem from the anticipated limitations of
air traffic control systems. The subject was therefore explored thoroughly
and airlines were given an indication of the extent to which the existing
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systems are capable of handling jets as well as of the future need in this
respect.
The Ground Handling Group centered its discussions around ground
handling and line maintenance, and covered ground support equipment as
well as handling techniques and procedures for this equipment and for
passengers, baggage, cargo and the aircraft themselves.
Line maintenance discussions touched on various aspects of maintenance
procedures and problems, including the difficulties experienced with power-
plants, structures and systems and with questions of personnel protection
and technical training.
Under this heading, it was found that ingestion of foreign objects by
jet engines while running up, has not presented to date as great a problem
as had been expected. The Conference found that with proper training, the
present-day airline pilot of average ability should have no difficulty in con-
verting from piston-engined to jet aircraft, but it considered that he must
be given an unusually thorough indoctrination, ground 'and flight training
designed to emphasize the need to respect the aircraft and its characteristics
at all times.
It was pointed out that in the course of their careers to date, pilots have
been trained to a series of aircraft whose speeds increased in steps of about
50 knots and whose weights have increased about 40,000 lbs. from one type
to another. With the jets, however, they are being brought into aircraft
whose speed and weight are almost twice that of the largest they have ever
handled before.
Airlines were especially advised to put their flight instructors through
a more than usually rigorous training, and schedule all conversion training
with a minimum of interruptions. It was also pointed out that conversion
training time to jets can probably be reduced by as much as five hours per
pilot, or approximately one quarter of the time which would otherwise be
required, if training is continuous and simulators are used. Since jet flight
training is estimated to cost approximately $2,000 per hour, the point was
felt to be particularly important.
Companies which have yet to receive delivery of their jets were also
counselled that they can make significant savings if they start planning
introduction of the equipment well in advance in order to co-ordinate the
activities of all of the internal departments concerned to avoid duplication
of effort and ensure compatibility.
IV. RIO DE JANEIRO REGIONAL CIVIL
AVIATION CONFERENCE
FINAL ACT OF THE CONFERENCIA REGIONAL
DE AVIACAO CIVIL
C. R. A. C.
The Aeronautical Authorities of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, the
United States of America, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay, were invited by the
Aeronautical Authorities of Brazil to participate in a Regional Civil Avia-
tion Conference, which met in Rio de Janeiro during the period from Janu-
ary 19th to 26th, 1959.
Representatives of the commercial airlines and other organizations deal-
ing with civil aviation attended the Conference, as Observers.
After the inauguration of the Conference by the Brazilian Minister of
Aeronautics, Air Major Brigadier Francisco de Assis Correa de Mello, the
Conference elected Air Brigadier Dario Cavalcanti de Azambuja (Brazil)
as Chairman, Engineer Cesar Piacenza (Uruguay) as First Vice-Chairman,
and Colonel Herman Medina (Colombia) as Second Vice-Chairman, being
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appointed Secretary General, Dr. Aylzio Jose de Moura Alves de Souza,
Delegate of Brazil. The Conference then approved the agenda which included
the following:
(a) a study of the tariff situation and an examination of the causes of
tariff imbalance in South America;
(b) a study of measures to correct the causes of tariff imbalance;
(c) regional and inter-continental air traffic;
(d) competition during the transition period of air transport involving
the simultaneous use of conventional and jet aircraft;
(e) consultations and exchange of information between the Civil Aero-
nautical Authorities-American Civil Aviation Commission.




Dr. Ovidio Perez Arguelles (Argentina) was elected Chairman of the
Tariff Committee, and Dr. Rene Pairoa (Chile) as its Vice-Chairman, Engi-
neer Jose Chrysantho Seabra Fagundes (Brazil) was elected its Rapporteur.
Dr. Vincente Gumucio (Chile) was elected Chairman of the Legal-
Economic Committee; Dr. Miguel Antonio Vasco (Ecuador) Vice-Chairman
and Dr. Victor Marchena (Peru) Rapporteur.
In its plenary sessions held on January 24th and 25th, the Conference
examined the proposals of the Committees, and, after discussing them and
amending some of them, approved the following recommendations, contained
in the attached documents which form an integral part of the Final Act:
Recommendation No. 1: Concerning the adoption of general rules and
procedures for the construction of tariffs;
Recommendation No. 2: concerning the expression of uniform basic tariff
rates in standard currency;
Recommendation No. 8: concerning agents' commissions;
Recommendation No. 4: concerning measures for avoiding unauthorized
changes in tariffs;
Recommendation No. 5: concerning the establishment of a tariff differ-
ential for jet aircraft;
Recommendation No. 6: concerning the study of operation with jet air-
craft;
Recommendation No. 7: concerning the adoption of a uniform criterion
for the utilization of regional traffic;
Recommendation No. 8: concerning the convocation of a Second Regional
Civil Aviation Conference, and measures for co-ordinating the implementa-
tion of the recommendations of the Conference.
At the closing of the Plenary Sessions a Drafting Committee for the
three languages was appointed, composed of:
Mr. Oswaldo Perez Arguelles (Argentina) -Chairman
Mr. Trajano Furtado Reis (Brazil)
Mr. Irving Roth (United States of America)
During the work of the Conference various documents were issued, some
of which contain the statements of some delegations on various subjects
under discussion.
And, in order to make this a matter of record, the Closing Plenary Ses-
sion, held on January 26, 1959, approved this Final Act, which was signed
by the Delegates present at this Session in three copies, in English, Spanish
and Portuguese, which shall remain deposited in the files of the Directorate
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of Civil Aeronautics of the Ministry of Aeronautics of Brazil, together with
the documents issued during the Conference.
RECOMMENDATION No. 1
GENERAL RULES AND PROCEDURES TO GOVERN TARIFF CONSTRUCTION
The Regional Civil Aviation Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
1--equal tariffs, fares, rates and conditions of carriage be applied to com-
parable services;
2-the following be observed by all 60 participating carriers:
(a) the present tariffs and their respective regulations shall be main-
tained in force until April 1, 1959;
(b) the participating carriers, duly authorized by the respective Aero-
nautical Authorities, when necessary, shall meet on March 16, 1959
in order to determine tariffs (fares, rates and rules) and conditions
of carriage which, after approval by the governments in accordance
with their respective legislation, shall become effective in lieu of
those mentioned in Item (a) ;
(c) the meeting referred to in Item (b) shall determine the excursion
fares for travel from South America to North America, in both
directions and from South America to Panama and to Cuba, in
both directions which may be deemed necessary, equivalent to a
minimum of seventy percent (70%) of twice the one-way fares, to
become effective April 1, 1959, without prejudice to the introduction
of other excursion fares on the American Continent.
(d) the decisions referred to in the Items (b) and (c) shall be unani-
mously adopted by the carriers. Nevertheless, if unanimity is not
attained, the Governments shall, in accordance with their respective
legislation, establish the tariffs to be applied by the carriers;
3-the measures adopted in keeping with these recommendations be applied
simultaneously with the adoption of the free market rate of exchange;
4-the tariffs to become effective on April 1, 1959, be applied, for the period
of one year, with a differential not to exceed ten percent (10%) for
services of carriers considered by the respective governments as "under-
developed." This differential shall be eliminated or reduced whenever
there is a change in the classification or development of any carriers, and
the principle of Item 1 shall come into effect in such case.
EXPLANATIONS:
It is understood that, as regards the application of excursion tariffs:
(a) the Recommendations of the Conference refer to the American Con-
tinent;
(b) on excursion trips, the number of stopovers shall be unrestricted for
round trips only.
RECOMMENDATION No. 2
STANDARD CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE
The Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
1-For the adoption of tariffs, the Aeronautical Authorities take as a basic
values in standard currency;
2-Only the free market exchange rate be applied in the conversion of these
'basis tariffs into the currency of each country;
3-While the existing conditions of the international monetary market pre-
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1-The Carriers pay to sales agents and general agents, directly or indi-
rectly, percentages of commission not to exceed the following:
Passengers
(a) seven percent (7%) to travel agents, except as provided for in (b)
and (c) ;
(b) an additional three percent (3%) for sales made by general agents;
(c) an additional three percent (3%) to travel agents for organization
and advertisement of "all expense" tours.
Cargo
(a) five percent (5%) to cargo agents;
(b) an additional 2Y2 % for sales by general agents;
2-The percentages of commission to intermediaries, if there be such, be
included in the percentages indicated in Item 1, which in no case may
be exceeded.
RECOMMENDATION No. 4
MEASURES FOR AVOIDING UNAUTHORIZED TARIFF CHANGES
The Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
1-The Aeronautical Authorities take all the necessary measures to avoid
any unauthorized changes in tariffs;
2-These measures should apply to those persons participating in sales,
whether directly or indirectly.
RECOMMENDATION No. 5
CREATION OF DIFFERENTIAL IN TARIFFS FOR JET AIRCRAFT
The Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
1-With the introduction of jet aircraft on the routes operated by conven-






2-These factors being considered, it is necessary to establish a differential
to increase the tariffs applicable to jet aircraft as related to first class
and tourist class tariffs for conventional aircraft, unless the capacity and
range of the jet aircraft make unnecessary such differential.
RECOMMENDATION No. 6
OPERATIONS WITH JET AIRCRAFT
The Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
The Countries participating in this Conference observe closely the oper-
ation of jet aircraft and their effect on the airlines operating with conven-
tional aircraft.
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RECOMMENDATION No. 7
A CRITERION FOR THE UTILIZATION OF REGIONAL TRAFFIC
The Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
1-The South American Governments participating in this Conference adopt
a uniform criterion for the utilization of regional traffic;
2-This criterion be, provisionally, the assignment at least 75% of the
regional traffic to the carriers of the two States interested therein, the
following bases being taken into consideration:
(a) each of these two States shall have half of this percentage for its
own carriers;
(b) in case the traffic volume of the carriers of one State does not attain
the percentage of 50% referred to in Item (a), the carriers of
the other State shall have preference to increase their respective
traffic volume until the carriers of that State attain 75% of the
traffic;
(c) the traffic volume of carriers of third States in regional traffic shall
not exceed, in total, 25% of this regional traffic, except when the
traffic volume of the regional carriers does not attain the index of
75%;
(d) the adjustment of the participation of carriers of third States to
this remaining traffic shall be made gradually.
3-The quotas corresponding to the application of the percentages referred
to in this Recommendation be calculated, for each year, on the basis of
the average traffic volume for the previous two years;
4-For the purpose of this Recommendation, regional traffic be that traffic
embarked within the territory by a State and destined for the territory
of a bordering State;
5-For the adoption of the criterion herein recommended, the Aeronautical
Authorities of the South American States participating in this Confer-
ence take the necessary measures for its implementation in conformity
with their respective legislation and with the bilateral agreements to
which they may be parties.
RECOMMENDATION No. 8
CONVOCATION OF THE SECOND REGIONAL CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FIRST CONFERENCE
The Conference
RECOMMENDS that:
1-The Second Regional Civil Aviation Conference be held in the Argentina
Republic next year, and that consequently the National Director of Civil
Aeronautical of Argentina be requested to convoke that Conference at
a time deemed opportune by him after consulting the Aeronautical
Authorities of the other States;
2-The National Director of Civil Aeronautics of Argentina remain in con-
tinuous contact with the Aeronautical Authorities of the other States in
order to coordinate information and communications concerning the
implementation of the RECOMMENDATIONS of the First Regional
Civil Aviation Conference, and convoke whenever necessary, special
meetings after consulting the Aeronautical Authorities of the other
States.
INTERNATIONAL
V. INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF AIRLINE
PILOTS ASSOCIATIONS
(IFALPA)
REPORT OF THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The Fourteenth Annual Conference, held at Helsinki, 1-18 March 1959,
discussed a wide range of subjects bearing on the work of ICAO including
the results of meetings held during the past year and their bearing on
IFALPA policies, and the preparation of briefs and development of new
policies for meetings in the coming year.
Of particular interest was the Federation's endorsement of its policy
regarding short range navigation aids emphasizing the requirement for
pictorial display in the cockpit. The Conference also unanimously approved
its policy on flight and duty time limitations and agreed to submit to ICAO,
as agreed in the Working Group of the Air Navigation Commission, a com-
prehensive paper on this problem with suggestions for amendments to
Annex 6.
VI. INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE
ORGANIZATION
NOTE ON THE COOPERATION OF THE POLICE AUTHORITIES
WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION 2
The aims of the ICPO (Article 2 of the Statutes) are:
(a) to ensure and develop the widest reciprocal assistance among all
criminal police authorities, within the framework of national laws
and in the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
(b) to establish and develop all services capable of making an effective
contribution to the prevention and repression of ordinary crimes and
delicts.
1. The cooperation among the police authorities within the ICPO has no
limit other than that established by Article 3 of the Statutes of the ICPO,
viz. "any activity or intervention by the Organization in questions or
matters of a political, military, religious or racial nature is strictly
forbidden."
2. By the end of 1958, sixty-two countries were affiliated with the ICPO:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil Burma, Cambodia, Can-
ada, Ceylon, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican
Republic, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Jordan, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Luxembourg, Mex-
ico, Monaco, Morocco, Netherlands, Netherlands Antilles, New Zealand,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain,
Sudan, Surinam, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United
Kingdom, United States of America, United Arab Republic, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
3. In each affiliated country, one office (normally a central police office),
designated by the government, ensures all international police liaison
directly, i.e., outside diplomatic channels.
This office is called the National Central Office.
The activities of all National Central Offices are coordinated by the
General Secretariat of the ICPO in Paris.
2The Secretary General of ICPO sent the above communication to the Secre-
tariat of ICAO in a letter dated 30 December 1958.
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4. Liaison among National Central Offices is ensured inter alia, by a radio-
electric network of the ICPO. This network is rapidly growing. At the
end of 1958, it had twenty-one stations, namely, the Central Station in
Paris and national stations in Ankara, Brussels, Buenos Aires, Copen-
hagen, Helsinki, Lisbon, London, Luxembourg, Madrid, Oslo, Rabat,
Rio de Janeiro, Rome, Stockholm, Tel Aviv, Tunis, Utrecht, Vienna,
Wiesbaden and Zurich.
5. Within the framework of the ICPO, the police authorities of each affili-
ate& country can establish contact with one another through the National
Central Offices and thus request any information, documents, investiga-
tion, hearings, seizures, surveillance, arrest, etc. permissible under the
national laws concerned.
Special international broadcasts sent by the General Secretariat of
the ICPO in Paris, make it possible to search for, and to arrest, any
offender in any of the affiliated countries.
6. Files and fingerprints of international itinerant offenders are centralized
in the General Secretariat of the ICPO in Paris, which also receives
copies of all correspondence among National Central Offices. This docu-
mentation is at the disposal of the National Central Offices.
7. The General Secretariat of the ICPO in Paris is also an international
research center for both practical and theoretical studies; it applies the
basic ideas of the Organization and ensures liaison with all the great
international organizations (UN, WHO, UNESCO, UPU, ILO, etc.).
8. As regards public international law, the work of the ICPO has been
recognized by:
(a) the International Convention on the Suppression of Counterfeiting
Currency of 20 April 1929 (Recommendation IX);
(b) the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations (Division of
Narcotics) Recommendations of 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957 and 1958.
(c) The Council of Europe-European Convention on Mutual Assistance
in Judicial Matters of 11 October 1958.
Example of Intervention of ICPO
On board an aircraft registered in country A, a national of a country B
commits an offense during the journey from country C to country D.
On the landing in D, the National Central Office of D, having been
notified by the aerodrome police, notifies the National Central Offices of
countries A, B, C, seeks their cooperation and puts in motion the whole
procedure in country D for judgment or extradition of the offender.
